Study on Pyrolysis Characteristics of Coal and Combustion Gas Release in Inert Environment
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In this study, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) coupled with Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was used to heat the coal samples of six different coalification degrees from room temperature to 1000°C at 20°C·min−1 under nitrogen atmosphere. The influence of coal degree and pyrolysis temperature on the content of pyrolysis products of coal was analyzed by the TG/DTG curve. FTIR spectroscopy was used to obtain the IR spectra of generated gases and study their variation at different temperatures in the process of coal heating without oxygen, and the gas release during pyrolysis was discussed. The results showed that the pyrolysis reaction initiated at 400°C and ended at 800°C. The maximum mass loss occurred in the temperature range of 480 to 500°C. The values of maximum and minimum weight loss rates were 32.72 and 18.89%, respectively. The mass loss during the pyrolysis process corresponded well with the volatile matter contained in the sample. Permanent gas analysis and IR spectrum analysis indicated that when the temperature was 600°C, the peak value of methane (CH4) appeared at 3016 wave, indicating the generation of CH4 at this time. When the temperature reached 700°C, the peak area of 2360 wave increased, indicating that the release of CO2 began, the release rate of CH4 gas decreased, and yield of CO2 was maximized. At 800°C, all peaks of 3160 wave disappeared, indicating that there was no unreacted short-chain release at this temperature. At the same time, the pyrolysis reaction tended to remove the excess hydrogen-oxygen conjugates in the carbon structure and release them in the form of water vapor.

1. Introduction

Spontaneous combustion of coal is an undesirable phenomenon in coal mining and storage. Almost all the coal mining countries are disturbed by this hazardous activity [1–3]. In major coal-producing countries, such as China, the United States, India, and Indonesia, large quantities of coal resources are destroyed every year due to spontaneous combustion of coal [4]. This causes not only extensive economic losses but also a series of environmental and safety problems. Besides, the self-heating of coal [5, 6] affects its molecular structure, elemental composition, and other properties.

Pyrolysis characteristics of coal have always been the focus of research. From the microscopic perspective of the pyrolysis reactivity of the lithofacies microscopic components to the study of various small experimental bench pyrolysis products, the basic laws of bituminous pyrolysis have been obtained [7–9]. With increasing demands of environmentally friendly coal blending, the research on the pyrolysis characteristics of coal blending has also been put on the agenda. Although the basic research on slow heating pyrolysis faces a certain controversy related to the significance of semi-industrial tests or industrial tests, investigation of the pyrolysis of coal blended under an inert atmosphere can help reveal the precipitation rule of volatiles and the interaction between coal blends. This can help researchers obtain some basic data.

In recent years, application of thermal analysis technology to study the pyrolysis characteristics of coal [10–12] and other minerals [13–15] has been widely recognized. Many scholars have carried out a series of studies on
spontaneous combustion of coal using equipment such as thermogravimetric (TG) analyzers and analyzed various factors and laws affecting spontaneous combustion, aiming to provide theoretical support for reducing the spontaneous combustion hazard of coal. Zhang et al. [16] used TG/differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis and constructed mathematical models to compare the changes in heat flow and kinetic parameters before and after CAIT (defined as the lowest temperature of coal spontaneous combustion in the absence of external sources of ignition). The results showed that the Gaussian mixture model could be used to fit the heat flux curve of the spontaneous combustion of coal. Xiao et al. [17] used the TG method to analyze the particle size and temperature in order to study the relationship between the coal spontaneous combustion index gas and the critical temperature. The effect of rate and oxygen concentration on the critical temperature was also investigated. The results showed that the critical temperature increased with the increase in heating rate and decreased with the increase in particle size. When the heating rate was 20°C·min⁻¹ and the oxygen concentration was 14.9 mass% (13 vol.%), the critical temperature reached the maximum, and at the same time, when the temperature of the coal exceeded the critical temperature, the concentration of carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO₂) tended to increase. Based on this, the TGA and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy combined experimental device has been widely used in the field of pyrolysis due to its rapid and continuous detection and has achieved good results [18–24]. Wang et al. [25] used the TG-FTIR method and in situ IR analysis to study the kinetics and mechanism of coal oxidation weight gain phenomenon. The results showed mass loss during the oxidation and pyrolysis process of coal, but in the oxidation process of coal, the medium mass gain phenomenon was particularly noticeable. Analysis of FTIR spectroscopy results indicated that more CO and CO₂ are produced in the oxidation process than in the pyrolysis process.

Some scholars have also studied the oxygen concentration and characteristics of spontaneous combustion of coal under laboratory conditions. Zhang et al. [26] analyzed the evolution of mass, heat, and gaseous products during spontaneous combustion of coal. The results showed that the mass loss rate in the combustion stage was significantly higher than that in other stages, and with the decrease in oxygen concentration, the combustion of coal was obviously delayed. The temperature of the exothermic zone increased, and the temperature at which the corresponding CO and CO₂ production reached the maximum was also delayed. Qi et al. [27] conducted a thermodynamic study on the reaction process of coal in a low-oxygen environment and analyzed the kinetics of the test results. The results revealed that the effects of oxygen concentration on different characteristic temperatures during coal spontaneous combustion were different. The influence of oxygen concentration on the reaction mechanism and kinetic parameters depends on the grade and reaction stage of coal. Guo et al. [28] studied the law of formation of hydrocarbon index gas of coal during spontaneous combustion in a low-oxygen environment. The results showed that the enhancement in a low-oxygen environment can reduce the increasing trend of alkane index gas volume fraction.

However, the distribution of oxygen in the coal heap is not uniform, and the area with high oxygen content first undergoes spontaneous combustion. When the combustion reaches a certain temperature, the part with low oxygen content in the coal pile gets affected, and the temperature increases, causing the coal to undergo pyrolysis reaction, producing harmful gases and endangering the environmental health and personnel safety.

This study aimed at the specific reality of the Wuhai mining area, from the perspective of coal quality. In this study, TG analysis coupled with FTIR spectroscopy was used to heat the coal samples of six different coalification degrees from room temperature to 1000°C at 20°C·min⁻¹ under nitrogen atmosphere. The influence of coal degree and pyrolysis temperature on the content of pyrolysis products of coal was analyzed by the TG/DTG curve. The inert gas environment was used to simulate the anoxic environment in the coal pile, and a TG analyzer was used to conduct slow pyrolysis of the mixed coal in the inert atmosphere, so as to explore the gas release rule in the pyrolysis process. Furthermore, ray photoelectron spectrometer was utilized to analyze the distribution law of gas components evolved at different temperatures.

2. Experimental

2.1. Instruments. The TG-FTIR test system was connected with a dedicated interface using a TG 209 F3 Tarsus TG analyzer and a Tensor27 FTIR analyzer. The TG analyzer from the NETZSCH group was used to heat the sample from room temperature to 1000°C at a rate of 20°C·min⁻¹ under nitrogen atmosphere. The microbalance was used to measure the real-time mass change of the coal, and the carrier gas was used to feed the carrier gas generated in the coal pyrolysis into the FTIR system for further analysis. The analysis procedure is as follows: six coal samples (3 mg each) were placed in a ceramic crucible of a synchronous thermal analyzer. The coal samples were pyrolyzed consecutively in the synchronous thermal analyzer under nitrogen environment. Before each experiment, the sample was further ground to a smaller size to eliminate the influence of thermal effects on the TG measurements. The experiment reached a maximum temperature of 900°C from 35°C with an increasing rate of 20°C·min⁻¹. At the end of pyrolysis, the TG and DTG curves of the six coal samples were obtained. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was used to analyze the distribution law of gas components evolved at different temperatures. In order to ensure the accuracy of the measurement results, prior to the test, the TG analyzer was calibrated with Curie point of ferromagnetic material according to the calibration rules. Curie point is the temperature point at which ferromagnetic material changes from ferromagnetism to paramagnetism state during heating. Magnetic field needs to be loaded during calibration. When the temperature increases to the Curie point, the magnetic field changes, magnetic field attraction disappears,
and the apparent mass of the material decreases, that is, the weight loss occurs. Moreover, the difference between the standard value and the measured value is the temperature correction value.

Coal samples used in this study were collected from the Wuhai mining area, China. The bulk coal sample was crushed using jaw crusher and ground in a ball mill to give fractions of mean particle size below 100 μm and subsequently dried in air at 80 °C for 4 h. Proximate analysis of raw coal was carried out according to GB/T 212, 213, 214, and 206 Standard. Results of the test method are listed in Table 1. The moisture (Mt) and volatile matter (Vd) of coal samples b and f are higher than those of other coal types, which are clarified as low-rank coal. The ash content (Ad) of coal sample c is the highest, and the calorific value is the lowest, while coal sample d has the highest fixed carbon (FCad) content and the lowest Ad. As a result, proximate analysis shows that coal samples b, c, and f are high-sulfur containing coals; and coal samples a, d, and e are medium-sulfur coals. Furthermore, ultimate analysis was carried out to show that the higher the carbon content, the lower the oxygen content and the higher the heat.

### 3. Results and Discussion

#### 3.1. TG and DTG Analysis of Pyrolysis Characteristics

In order to study the pyrolysis characteristics of coal, TG and DTG analysis was carried out. The TG analysis reflects the change in mass of the sample with the increase in the temperature, and the results are shown in Figure 1. The sample begins to lose weight when heated to about 400 °C. When the temperature exceeds 800 °C, the curve becomes smooth and the weight loss is almost completed. The number on the right indicates the mass remaining at the end of the pyrolysis. The mass lost during the pyrolysis process is essentially the same as the mass of the volatiles listed in Table 1. The results indicate that, in the anaerobic pyrolysis, mainly the volatile matter is pyrolyzed. Noteworthy, the curves of sample a and sample e are very close, which indicate that different coal types do not affect pyrolysis.

In order to analyze the instantaneous change of mass in the pyrolysis process, the TG results were calculated differentially and DTG curves were obtained. The results are shown in Figure 2. First, for all samples, the DTG peaks occur at around 480 °C, indicating that the maximum mass loss (MML) occurs at this temperature. For samples b and f, pyrolysis occurs at 380 °C, before MML. For samples b and c, some of the material cleaves at higher temperatures. For other samples, pyrolysis mainly occurs within the MML temperature range. In order to reduce experimental error, three parallel experiments were carried out, to measure the DTG curves under the same experimental conditions. It was found that the peak temperature difference of DTG measured by three experiments was less than 4 °C.

Table 2 lists the operating conditions of the experiments. Table 2 summarizes that the pyrolysis of six types of coal can
### Table 2: The operating conditions of the experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Peak temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Mass loss (%)</th>
<th>Drying and desorption stage (°C)</th>
<th>Reaction intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Decomposition reaction (°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>22.15</td>
<td>35–398</td>
<td>399–655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>32.72</td>
<td>35–345</td>
<td>346–570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>27.82</td>
<td>35–348</td>
<td>349–550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>18.89</td>
<td>35–340</td>
<td>341–530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>29.54</td>
<td>35–340</td>
<td>341–600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3:** Component diagrams of the different samples by permanent gas analysis.
be divided into four stages with the increase of temperature: when the temperature is in the range of 35–400°C, water separation and removal of adsorbed gases (H₂O, N₂) occur in coal. When the temperature is 400°C, coal begins to undergo pyrolysis reaction, mainly to remove phenolic carboxyl functional groups with poor thermal stability. When the temperature continues to increase to 480°C, coal is in the main pyrolysis stage. At this time, generation of volatile gases, tar, pyrolysis water, and other substances initiates, and the weight loss rate of coal reaches the peak. When the temperature is in the range of 530–900°C, the pyrolysis reaction of coal is stable and the quality of pyrolysis products does not change.

3.2. Analysis of Permanent Gases. To understand the changes in the pyrolysis process, the gas released during the process was analyzed using a gas analyzer for the main components. The component diagrams of the different samples are shown in Figures 3(a)–3(f).

For all samples, methane (CH₄) gas was produced at the DTG peak temperature (500°C). This indicates that the
organic volatiles begin to crack, and some of the easily detached substances are first separated. When the temperature is greater than 800 °C (680 °C for samples a and c), the sample begins to carbonize and convert to coke. At this time, the structure of the coal is destroyed, and a large amount of CO₂ is generated, leaving behind carbon tissue. Thereafter, due to the inert atmosphere, the coal does not continue to oxidize, leaving a portion of the fixed carbon structure.

For samples c and d, water vapor generation starts at a lower temperature. For other samples, generation of water vapor begins simultaneously with CH₄ production. This is similar to the coking process carried out at industrial level.

3.3. FTIR Spectroscopic Analysis. Although permanent gas analysis can provide information about the primary gases produced during the pyrolysis process, it is difficult to distinguish them for obtaining more details. Therefore, FTIR spectroscopy was employed to analyze the gas generated during the pyrolysis of coal under anaerobic conditions, and the corresponding results are shown in Figures 4(a)–4(f). For all samples, the main gases produced during the pyrolysis process were CH₄, CO₂, and water vapor. This result is consistent with the results of the gas analysis.

For samples a and c, the CO₂ content is much higher than that of other substances. For samples b, e, and f, the CH₄ content is similar to the CO₂ content. At the same time, for samples b, d, e, and f, at temperatures above 800 °C, a double peak appears at a position of 2200 cm⁻¹. This indicates the generation of a small amount of CO in these samples.

A comparison of the gas compositions of all coal samples at three temperatures (600, 700, and 800 °C) is shown in Figure 5. Figure 5(a) demonstrates that at 600 °C, same peak appears at the position of wave number 3016, which indicates that all samples produce CH₄ at this temperature. For samples a, b, and c, a peak appears at 2360, indicating the generation of CO₂ at this temperature. This shows that it is easier for the three samples a, b, and c to remove the lighter short-chain structures.

Figure 5(b) shows that at 700 °C, the peak area at 2360 gradually increases, which indicates that all coal samples begin to release CO₂. At the same time, due to the near-reaction of the unstable short link, the release of CH₄ begins to decrease. Noteworthy, the double peak appearing next to 3160 represents the production of CO. The pyrolysis conducted under oxygen at this temperature is not complete. At the same time, the messy peak around 1357 represents the generation of water vapor.

Figure 5(c) exhibits that at 800 °C, all the peaks at 3160 disappear, indicating that no more unreacted short chains are released at this temperature. At the same time, the release tendency of CO slows down, and the pyrolysis reaction begins to tend to remove excess hydrogen and oxygen bound in the carbon structure and releases it as water vapor.

For the three main components of the released gas, the corresponding IR wave numbers of CH₄, CO₂, and H₂O are 3016, 2360, and 1357, respectively. The IR absorption rate-temperature diagram for these three wave numbers is shown in Figure 6. For the wave number 3016, the temperatures at which the six samples started to react were unexpectedly consistent, at around 420 °C. Moreover, the reaction tends to complete when the temperature is close to 800 °C. At a wavenumber of 2360, most of the samples begin to dissociate at about 750 °C and release CO₂. Only sample C begins to react earlier and more intensely. This is attributed to the fact
that sample C has the lowest fixed carbon content among all samples, which provides a large amount of volatile matter, and the shorter carbon chain is easily dissociated. This conclusion also applies when the wave number is 1357. Compared to other samples, samples a and c release more water vapor.

4. Conclusion

In this study, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) coupled with Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was used to heat the coal samples of six different coalification degrees from room temperature to 1000°C at 20°C·min⁻¹ under nitrogen atmosphere. The influence of coal degree and pyrolysis temperature on the content of pyrolysis products of coal was analyzed by the TG/DTG curve. FTIR spectroscopy was used to obtain the IR spectra of generated gases. The following results were obtained:

1. The TG and DTG curve analysis indicates that the weight loss phenomenon starts at 400°C, mainly to remove phenolic carboxyl functional groups with poor thermal stability. When the temperature continues to increase to 480°C, coal is in the main pyrolysis stage, and volatile gases, tar, pyrolysis water, and other substances begin to produce. At this time, the weight loss rate of coal reaches the peak value. When the temperature reaches 800°C, the pyrolysis reaction is basically completed and the reaction curve drops slowly. The maximum mass loss (MML) occurs in the range of 480 to 500°C. The maximum
weight loss rate is 32.72% and the minimum weight loss rate is 18.89%. The mass loss during the pyrolysis process corresponds well with volatile matter contained in the sample.

(2) According to the permanent gas analysis, the gases produced are mainly CH₄, CO₂, CO, and water vapor. When the temperature reaches 500°C, CH₄ begins to be produced, the organic matter in the coal begins to crack simultaneously, and separation of some volatile substances initiates. For most of the samples, the CO₂ yield gets maximized at 800°C, and the structure of the coal is destroyed leaving behind carbon tissue. Thereafter, the coal does not continue to oxidize due to the presence of the inert gas, leaving a portion of the fixed carbon structure.

(3) The results of IR spectroscopy reveal that the main gas components evolved at different temperatures. At 600°C, the same peak appears at wave number 3016, indicating that all samples produce CH₄. At 700°C, the peak area at wave number 2360 increases, indicating that all coal samples begin to release CO₂. The double peak at wave number 3160 represents the generation of CO. At the same time, the release of CH₄ begins to decrease due to the short-chain unstable near-reaction. At 800°C, all peaks at wave number 3160 disappear, indicating that no unreacted short chain is released at this temperature. At the same time, the pyrolysis reaction begins to tend to remove excess hydrogen-oxygen conjugates from the carbon structure and is released as water vapor. Therefore, by detecting the content of CH₄ and CO in the air, judging the internal temperature of the coal pile in time, and taking effective cooling measures, this study provides important guiding significance for reducing air pollution and casualties.
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